This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER contains editorial corrections of previously published Presidential, Rule, Proposed Rule, and Notice documents. These corrections are prepared by the Office of the Federal Register. Agency prepared corrections are issued as signed documents and appear in the appropriate document categories elsewhere in the issue.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Food and Drug Administration

21 CFR Part 310

[Docket No. 78N-036L]

RIN 0910-AA01

Laxative Drug Products for Over-the-Counter Human Use; Proposed Amendment to the Tentative Final Monograph

Correction

In proposed rule document 97–23122, beginning on page 46223, in the issue of Tuesday, September 2, 1997, make the following correction:

§310.545 [Corrected]

On page 46227, in the second column, in §310.545 (d)(29), in the first line, “September 2, 1997” should read “(Date of publication in the Federal Register).”

BILLING CODE 1505-01-D

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION AGENCY

Agency for International Development

48 CFR Parts 704, 715, 726, 750, 752

[AIDAR Notice 97–1]

RIN 0412-AA30

Miscellaneous Amendments to Acquisition Regulations

Correction

In rule document 97–23122, beginning on page 46223, in the issue of Tuesday, September 2, 1997, make the following corrections:

3. On page 40467, in the first column, the heading for Part 704 should read as follows:

PART 704—ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

4. On page 40467, in the third column, amendatory instruction 31. and the section heading above it are corrected to read as follows:

715.413-2 [Amended]

31. Section 715.413-2 is amended by removing paragraph (c), introductory text; by removing paragraph (2) at the end of the section; and by revising paragraph (b) to read as follows:

715.613-71 [Corrected]

5. On page 40468, in the first column, 715.613-71(c)(2) is corrected to read as follows:

(2) Based upon this preliminary finding, the cognizant technical office shall establish an evaluation panel consisting of a representative of the cognizant technical office as chairman, a representative of the contracting officer, and any other representatives considered appropriate by the chairman to review the proposed activity for its appropriateness under the collaborative assistance method.

726.7007 [Corrected]

6. On page 40468, in the third column, amendatory instruction 46., in the last line, “716.7005” should read “726.7005”.

750.7110-5 [Corrected]

7. On page 40469, in the third column, 750.7110-5, in the fifth line, “approval” should read “approved”.

752.225-71 [Corrected]

9. On page 40470, in the second column, 752.225-71(b), in the fourth line “238” should read “228”.

752.7001 [Corrected]

10. On page 40470, in the third column, 752.7001, in the clause, in the second line “and” should read “on”.

BILLING CODE 1505-01-D

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Immigration and Naturalization Service

[INS No. 1878-97; AG Order No. 2112-97]

RIN 1115-AE26

Designation of Montserrat; Under Temporary Protected Status

Correction

In notice document 97–23118, beginning on page 45685, in the issue of Thursday, August 28, 1997, make the following correction:

On page 45686, in the second column, in the 22nd line from the bottom, “August 28, 1977” should read “August 28, 1997”.

BILLING CODE 1505-01-D

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

38 CFR Parts 1, 3, and 9

RIN 2900-AI73

Servicemen’s and Veterans’ Group Life Insurance

Correction

In rule document 97–17412, beginning on page 35969, in the issue of Thursday, July 3, 1997, make the following corrections:

1. On page 35969, in the third column, in the SUMMARY section, in the 14th line, “Servicemembers” should read “Servicemembers’”.

2. On the same page, in the SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION section, in the fourth line from the bottom, “Servicemembers” should read “Servicemembers’”.

3. On page 35970, in the first column, in amendatory instruction 2., in the fourth line “Servicemembers” should read “Servicemembers’”.

4. On the same page, in the same column, in amendatory instruction 4., “Servicemembers’” should read “Servicemembers”.

PART 1—[CORRECTED]

5. On page 35970, in the first column, in amendatory instruction 3., in the fourth line, “Servicemembers” should read “Servicemembers’”.

PART 3—[CORRECTED]

6. On the same page, in the same column, in amendatory instruction 4., “Servicemembers’” should read “Servicemembers”.

PART 9—[CORRECTED]